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In a round-table di. cu ion
ho ted by Coa tal Carolina
Uni r ity" African American
A ociation, the que tion was
pre ented, "Is America ready for
a black or female president?"
With the next presidential election drawing near. much attention
fallon female can i e. Hillary

•
Clinton. and African-American
candidate Barac' Obama.
Senior hi tory major Titu
Pre Ie, e pre ed his expe tation of the e ent hen he aid 'I
hope people come 'ith things to
talk about, one ay or the oth r.
We need to realize tha the face of
the country i changing.'
A the preside of the African
American A ociatlO .
aid th t th
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Campus Events: What to do and where to do
Books for Africa
Drive is ongoing
through May 5.
Donate books
to help promote
literacy in Africa.

26
24
26
26
The Choral Music Late Night Bingo
New Music
Sigma Tau Delta
BLOWOUT! in The
Listening Party in Induction Ceremony
of Randall
Thompson in the Commons at 10 p.m.
The Commons at
in EHFA 152 at
Wheel wright
9 p.m.
4:30p.m.
Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. $8

30
28
30
March of Dimes
Final exams begin Percussion Concert
in the Wall
"WalkAmerica" in and extend through
Auditorium at
May 3
the Brooks Stadium
7:30 p.m.
at 9 a.m.

30
Late Night Exam
Breakfast in The
Commons at
9 p.m.- 11 p.m.

5
Re. idence halls
cIo e

27

Last day of
classes!

i~
-

27
Jazz After Hours in
the Wheelwright
Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. $8

.

5
Commencement at
Brooks Stadium
beginning at
8:30 p.m.

IPlease see the
sports section
for a listing
of the
UpcomIng
CCU sports
events

Compiled b" M. G. F'isher, assistant editor

If you read
the paper,

PLEASE
recycle the
paper!

Awards ceremony honors students
Responsibility (STAR)

Caroline P. Smith
Editor-in-Chief

Community Service Award for an individual - Tasha M. Sutherland

The Office of Student Activities and
Leadership held its annual Leadership
and Involvement Awards Ceremony on
April 9 in the Wall Auditorium. ChrisDoneviant Haines and Kevin Mabry
hosted the event and student band
Shades of Affection provided musical
entertainment.
According to Dr. Lloyd Holmes, dean
of students, this awards ceremony "recognizes individuals' contributions to
CCU and is a small way of saying to all
the nominees that their contributions
are appreciated."
Students and organizations from all
aspects of CCU were recognized and
awarded plaques. The award winners
are as follows:

Chanticleer Spirit Award for an organization - Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
Chanticleer Spirit Award for an individual - Brad A. Bowen, member of Pi

by

Rising Student Leader Award - Damian

Coastal Productions Board
Outstanding Organization President of
the Year - Derrick Wise of Leadership

Challenge
Student Organization of the Year STAR

J. Hollar, member of the SGA elections commission, an SGA senator
and a member of CPB

Student Leader of the Year - Maris a
Mitzner

Chanticleer Hatchling Award - Alpha

Student Government Association
Awards were given to the fOllOWing:

Delta Pi sorority
Unsung Hero Award for faculty/staff Diane Wilson from the Office of
Student Activities and Leadership
Unsung Hero Award for student - Tie
between Tasha M. Sutherland and

Samantha Leclaire
Community Service Award for an
organization - Students Taking Active

Bell Tower Award (Be t Program of the
Year) - Angel Tree Project by the

Kappa Phi fraternity and SCREAM

Diversity Program of the Year - "1001"

Black Inventions sponsored
Leadership Challenge

Year - Dr. James ThUy from the CCU
Pep Spirit Band

Student Organization Adviser of the

Chad Michael Beaty Senator of the
Year - Sean Clemmensen
Legislation of the Year - Chrissy Lynn
for Green Fees Legislation
SGA Organization of the Year - The
Economics Club
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He pi g ee
Sophie O'L ar
For The Chanticleer
e the campu police officer
of the - aw or curity office
hired by the college? La t
Thur day night thi re rler to'
ri
with t 0 of th campu
officer , Sergeant Ian Vau hn and
o flcer cr Co an t the
er.
t all of the peo I
charged
ith th
un y 0
eoa ·tal Carolina Univer ity'

e

Above right: Officer ({C) , Cox. Above:
Vaughn.

eshman
r

rie .
recei ed high pra} including th
from criti
hington Po t, hi h aid "In
thi true tale e pI ring th ulture
orne vi lence Land face the
d mon lingering fr m a random.
past beating
he ente a orId
o rituali tic fraternity hazing.
Gripping ceDe ar inter per ed
with deep vulnerable reflection
on the de ire to belong. Tot a
word i wasted in thi bra e
debut."

theme in tuden
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stud~nt
Meg Duvall
Staff Writer

A student-led proposal for a
tobacco prevention plan at
Coastal Carolina University is
currently being voted on by the
Student
Government
Association.
Senior health promotions major
Kelly Krajeck has been working
on the proposal since last semester.
"I've always been very sensitive to smoke," said Krajeck.
After mentioning this to her
health promotions professor, Dr.
Sherer Royce, ajeck was asked
to start research about secondhand smoke on campus. Royce
recei ved a grant from the
American Cancer Society which
Royce and Krajeck are using for
research.
Krajeck started the research
with a sur ey completed last
emester by 300 CCU students.

April 23 - May 5, 2007

fights for secondhand smoke legislation·
Then she looked at other schools
and their smoking policies.
"I pulled it all together to create
the policy," said Krajeck.
The proposal states that smoking will be prohibited in buildings, university-owned vehicles,
outdoor dining areas and lines
and areas with fued seating, such
as the stadium.
It also includes having canisters
for cigarette butts to be placed
further away from buildings.
The most important part of the
policy is that designated smoking
areas will be at least 25 feet away
from buildings, said Krajeck.
She said she wants to get smoking out of the doorways so people
who don't smoke don't have to
be exposed to it.
"I agree with what they are trying to do. but I don't know how
they will enforce it," said Alex
Souza, a junior communication
major. "I hate walking through a
cloud of smoke on my way to

class just because students want
to hang out by the door."
In a survey by the American
Cancer Society, only 33 percent
of students on campus smoke.
Krajeck said that the survey confInned this statistic because only

33 percent of students who took
the survey last fall didn't support
the new policy.
"In a way it seems ~ a little
extreme," said Revonda Moss, a
senior communication major.
''The smokers never really bother

IIIll\tratioll by Puul Robin:mll

SUMMER DATES:
Full Summer: May 23 to August 13

Summer I: May 23 to June 26

SUmmer II: June 27 to AUgust 13

HORRY-GEORGETOWN
TECHNICAL COLLEGE
-

LEARN ABOUT HGTC TODAY. Classes fill up quiddy.

Steo 1·
•

me, but I think the education part
of it is good."
The policy is still in its early
stages and needs to be approved
by the SGA before it can gain any
leverage on campus. If it is
approved by the students,
Krajeck said that faculty will
most likely approve the policy
too.
If approved, campus safety will
be able to enforce the policy with
citations or another penalty till
being worked out.
Krajeck's main- goal i to gain
upport from other tudent and
have student help enforce th
policy.
HI want the social norm to
change on campu about econdhand smoke: aid Krajeck. HI
would Ii 'e to ee the whole campu support the policy."

Apply online at
• www.HGTC.edu

St

2·

ep.

50

start the process in two easy steps:

Get a Transient student form from your advisor or
registrar's office and tum it into HGTC Admissions.

l.earn ""'~rr. JoArn mora.

CONWAY' GEORGETOWN· MYRTLE BEACH
SOUTH CAROLINA

843-349-5277 • www.HGTC.edu
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Ethic~

speaker addre ses
leadership issues

Elizabeth Freudiger
Staff Writer

Ethicists expert and author Joanne
Ciulla gave a lecture on "Leadership
as Morality Magnified" in the Wall
Auditorium Tuesday, April 10 at
4:30 p.HI. The event was sponsored
by the Jackson Family Center for
Ethics and Values, which invites an
ethicist to visit Coastal Carolina
Univer ity each spring.
Ciulla is currently the chair of leadership · and ethics at the Jepson
School of Leadership Studies at the
University of Richmond. Sbe i
heaviTy involved in the ethics community and ha pre ented at Harvard
Bu iness School, Oxford University,
Bo ton Univer ily and many more.
She has served a a member of everal ethical committee, uch a the
International In titute of Public Ethics,
and was pre iou ly chair of leader hip
studies for the United
alions
University International Leadership
Academy. Ciulla is also the author of six
books on a variety of different ethical
issues.
She spoke before a full audience,
which con isted mo tly of CCU faculty,
but also included students and some
community members. Prominent CCU
leaders such as Dr. Ronald R. Ingle and
Head of Student Counseling Services
Jennie Cassidy were among those who
attended.
"Hearing her speak really put the big
picture together of the things 1've

face like elf-control. handling succes
and managing power. She also touched
on how leaders as well as followers.
have an ethical re ponsibility in society.
"Followers have just as much responsibility," said Ciulla.
According to a press release. she aid
"Leader are al 0 charged with moral
obligations to people they do not know
and sometimes do not like. They mu t
pos ess vivid moral imaginations that
allow them to think sy tematically about
their action both in term of precedent
etting and in terms of the potential for
unintended con equence ."

Real World, page 1
tion Malinoski and Arrowood were
notified they would be advancing to the
[mal round of auditions and were asked
to make a short video tape that would
show the producer how they lived.
"I tried to make my tape look like an
episode of MTV Crib . We started at my
place, showing the fridge bed, my ride ,
stuff like that," explained Malinoski.
"Then I went on to my daily life. I came
out of class and we used my friend' golf
cart to get around campus. Then I got
two orientation groups to cheer for me to
be on the show, and did a backflip into
the Wall Pond in my underwear."
As unscripted as the show is, it seems
the network wants its auditions this season to follow suit. Conti was called a
few days after the auditions in Columbia
and was informed that he'd be getting
the chance to participate in a new online

viewer's choice campaign
allow the fans to choo e the fmal two
hou e guests.
"My home video will e uploaded to
my Web ite on MTV.com and I ill
have my own Web page imilar to a
Facebook profile here I'll b able to
upload picture and write about Lly elf
to let people know what I am all about
From there, people will be able to log -on
to the Web site and vote for who they
want to ee on the next ho in elimination style voting," said Contio
So where will the next eason take
place?
This information hru yet to be di cIo ed by MTV officials, but the three
hopefr s have their own opinions on
where they'd like to spend thi period of
their lives.
See Real World. page 10
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Stop by our Leasing Office
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as ton an dedication evident in professor's 3:r
Brett Anderson
For The Chanticleer

When mo t tudents hear the
name Paul 01 en, the first thing
that come to mind is graphic
de ign. Though known for teaching most of the graphic design
cIa se
at Coa tal Carolina
Uni er it , 01 en aloha another pa ion, photography.
"I'm not a joumali tic photographer, r m a fine art photographer," aid 01 en, who has been
ho ting photo for years.
He i 'nown for some of his
photos
from
Vietnam,
Afghanistan and most recently,
Greece. 01 en mainly takes photos for the fun and the passion of
it, but also sells orne of his work
and does a lot of promotional
work for the Myrtle Beach
Marathon (MBM).
The MBM is a llOnprofit

President, page 1
America truly needs.
"Election is more than black
and white," said Pressley. "It's
about listening to the people."
The general agreement the medium-sized group gathered was that
America is ready for a black president; however, Obama may not
be the man for the job. The
majority of the people present
agreed that Clinton, carried by
her name and her husband's presidential legacy, is a solid choice
for the country's next leader.
Not only has Clinton had more
experience than Obama (only
four years in the senate), but
according to Pee, the "timing is in
favor for her. She pushes issues,

fundraiser that takes place in
February which gives people a
chance to donate funds to the
Leukemia Society and al 0 how
off their running skills for the
26.2 mile run down the beach.
"1 design most of the ads and
promotions for the Myrtle Beach
Marathon. We had over 10,000
participant thi. year and raised
over half a million dollar,' said
01 en.
01 en also has two of his photos displayed in the National
Vietnam Veteran Mu eum, has
been displayed in several national
photography shows, has photos in
the Florence Museum and recently had a spread in the fall 2006 winter 2007 issue of the Coastal
Carolina University Magazine
which displayed his pictures from
Afghanistan.
These same photos and more
were al 0 displayed and dis-

cussed at this year's Celebration 1--------~-====AIC=:_:iZ-----..,...-~---_,
of Inquiry.
Last year, 01 en took a group
of CCU student to Greece for a
photography course which
earned them three credits. It wa
a 17 -day trip which gave tudent. the opportunity to not
only visit Greece, but to ha e a
once in a lifetime opportunity to
learn more about photography

and her foreign policy is strong."
In addition to Clinton's
strength, Black America appreciate that BiJI Clinton 1 till in the
picture. He has been called 'the
first black president,' and "he
~dds to her campaign," said
Pressley.
But the female candidate carries
more than a powerful name.
Women can relate to her because
of what she has gone through.
"If she can hold a family together," said Pee. "It is possible she
can hold a country together."
Barack, on the other hand, pushes the connection with people
rather than politics, or so the
group discussed. He appeals to
college-aged white people, and

not specifically to African
Americans. The disappointment
in (.;urrent black leaders fiBed the
room. The emergence of another
Martin Luther King, Jr. is highly
anticipated.
The point came up among the
group that voting is very important in this day and age, to save
what our parents and grandparents fought for. Instead, America
is in transition. Rather than focusing on tomorrow, or "what will
happen after 2012," said Pressley,
people are too concerned with the
now.
"Give me NOW!" said Pee.
"We are a short, hand-me down,
generation. The struggle is about
being self-dependent."

in uch a well-known place a' t?~~;i~;:;~~~~;;
Greece.
t:l
CCU also offers three photography classes during the cour e
of the school year. Two are
black and white photography
classe which are offered both
semester' and one is a digital
class that is offered whenever
Olsen has time.
Olsen prefers that students take
the black and white photography
classes because "the black and
white classes teach you everything that the digital camera
already does for you."
Though Olsen rarely teaches
these cour es due to time constraints with graphic design, he
love to take every chance he can
to get back into it.
Recently, the Coastal Carolina
Faculty Art Show went on di play
in the Edwards building which
contains three of 01. en's photos,
Photo b,' POlll . Isen
all of which are pictures of stairLeft:
This
photo
wa
taken
ill
Kandahar
where
01
ell
wa
embedded with
wells that pIa) with 'iewers
Dr. Alan Case. Top: Ol en took th~ photo as he rode from the airpot to
eye.
"Photography i. a pa sion and Kabul on his first day in the country. Above: Ol ell and Dr. Kell Townsend
spent. three ho~"s Oil patrol with a tmit from the Orego;, ational Guard.
takes dedication. It is also one of

Rather than asking mom and
dad for things, young Americans
are being urged to work and earn
thing for themselves.
The last topic that the African
American Association brought to
attention was that of the war in
Iraq. After much discussion on
the matter, the group fmally concluded and agreed with Pee that
"there is no winning this
war ... we are a nation doomed."
At this point, though, it is bad
timing for anyone running for
office. It makes no difference
what gender or race; nobody
wants to "inherit somebooy else's •
mess," as Pee put it.
Those gathered for the roundtable discussion did not gather as

black and white , or male and
female , but a a single unit, consisting of all walks of life, concerned with the future of it country, th well-being of its home
and the direction of its America.
• "I'm not a Democrat or
Republican," said Pressley. ''I'm
American and I will vote for
whatever agenda fits my needs."
So, with that, the question is left
unanswered. And it will remain
that way until the presidential
election of 2008. Only then will
the people decide for themselves.
Only then will the truth be
revealed. Is America ready .for a
black or female president?
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The Chanticleer
Caroline P. Smith
Editor-in-Chief
M. G. Fisher
Assistant Editor

April 9
Vandalism
The complainant reported
Paul McKeever Robinson
to CCU DPS that the door
Art Director
to their room had been
Kyle Drapeau, Sandra
kicked in while they were
Broughton, Elizabeth Freudiger,
not in the room.
David Ward, Ashley Steven ,
Olivia Marlowe, Claire
Arambula, David Weber, Kelly April 10
Marett
Noise complaint, possesion of
Staff Writers
beer by a minor
A CCU DPS officer responded
Raytevia Evans
Meg Duvall
to a noise complaint in Santee
Section Editors
Hall. While resolving the complaint, the subject was found to
Paul McKeever Robinson
be underage and in possession
Amanda Kelley
Photographers
of beer. The ubject was written
a citation.
Marty Keiser
Business Manager
April 12
Mona Prufer
Simple possession of marijuaMedia Adviser
na
CCU
DPS officers responded to
On Campus Location
Student Center 206 K
a panic alarm activation at
University Place. Upon arrivMailing Address
ing,
the officers smelled burnP.O. Box 261954
ing marijuana. The officers
Conway, S.C. 29528
were informed that the alarm
Web site
had been activated by accident
ww2.coasta].eduJ~hanticleer
by a visitor. The officers found
a green leafy substance and
News Office
(843) 349-2330
General E-mail
chanticleer@coastal.edu
Advertising E-mail
mjkeiser@coastal.edu
Letters to the editor and submissions are welcome from the
CCU community. Submissions
should not exceed 300 words
and must include the name and
phone number. Submission does
not guarantee publication. The
Chanticleer reserves the right to
edit for libel, style and space.
Articles and editorials in The
Chanticleer do not neccessarily
express the opinions of the university' student body, administration, faculty, or staff.
Adverti ements are paid advertisements and reflect the views
and opinions of the advertiser,
not The Chanticleer or Coastal
Carolina University.
Some material may not be suitable for people under 17.

paraphernalia.
The resident admitted to
possessing the contraband and
was written citations and transported to the Horry County
Detention Center.
April 14
Alcohol violation
The two subjects were observed
by a CCU DPS police officer as
he completed a traffic stop. The
subjects both had beer in their
hands. The subjects were
identified and given citations
for underage in pos ession of
beer.
April 14
Possession of beer by a minor
The passenger of a passing

vehicle yelled at a
police officer. When the officer
re ponded to find out what was
wrong, he observed the subject
with a beer in
their hand. The subject was
given a citation for minor in
pos ession of beer.
April 15
DUI, open container, public
intoxication
The CCU DPS officer observed
the subject vehicle driving in an
erratic and unsafe manner
including driving in the wrong
direction on U.S. 501. The subject's vehicle was stopped. The

occupants of the
vehicle were all determined to
be intoxicated, given citation
and tran ported to the Horry
County Detention Center.
April 15
Disorderly conduct
While a sisting another agency,
a CCU DPS officer ob erved
the subject urinating in public.
The subject wa given a citation
for disorderly conduct.

Crime Log compiled from published police reports from CCU D~S

Bookmarks: Notes from the Kimbel Library
Brooke Elliott
For The Chanticleer

Kimbel Library would like
to thank all of the student
assistants who worked in the
library this year.
We would e pecially like to
recognize those who were
nominated
for
Student
Employee of the Year: Jenny
Patrick, Larry Gloster, Sarah
Baker and Stephanie Roberts,
with special congratulations
to Stephanie Roberts, Coastal
Carolina University's Student
Employee of the Year 2006-

07!
Stephanie is just one of 45
student assistants who provided service to library users this

school year.
Student assistants typically
work 12 hours per week, performing all types of jobs in
many departments. Student
assistant job dutie include:
checking out books, CDs,
DVDs and laptops, reshelving
library materials, assisting
with book ordenng, processing new materials, troubleshooting computers and
printers, updating Web pages,
creating displays and answering a variety of user questions.
With the variety of tasks and
projects to be completed in
the library, student assistants
are able to apply their

strengths and build their
resumes.
One of the major benefits of
working at the library is that
student assistants become
more familiar with where
resources are
located
and
who the reference librarians
are.
Familiarity
with the library
can save hours
of research and
reduce frustration or anxiety.
The library is
now accepting
applications for

summer and fall employment,
please inquire at the circulation desk if any tudents are
interested.
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Student Government
On Monday~ March 26 the
Student
Government
Association passed a re olution
to start a voluntary student
"green fee."
The re olution wa written as
part ?f the Coastal Carolina
University
Campu
and
Community
Su tainability
Initiative's efforts to m e
CCU campu more u tain-

able.
A fee of 10 per student per
semester can pro ide funding of
up to 160,000 per bool year
for the Su tainability lnitiati e
to purchase more alternati e
en rgy and make cnergy- ing
change to the e . ling infratructure at CC .
Reducing the amount of energy con urn d on cam
d

Contact your local rm recrui e

S aft Sergeant

ae or elius

toll-free 1-877-268-7205

purchasing alternative energy,
such as Santee Cooper Green
Pow r,
ill h lp to redu
CCU carbon emis ion .
The Su tainabili lniti·
hope to impl men an e te i e carbon emi ion redu
program "th a I n of

News
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ResLife: Staying busy over summer
Penny Oakley
Fo!" The Chanticleer

With graduation fast approaching and a summer of opportunity
lying ahead, Residence Life plans
to renovate everal of its halls
while hosting several summer
conferences and orientations.
From new carpet and furniture
to a new laundry facility, students
will see formidable changes to
their homes for the fall, especially in the Woods community.
"We'll be working really hard
this summer to re-vamp our halls
and get everything in top condition,"
said
Victor Jones,
Residence Life Maintenance
Superintendent. "It's going to be a
busy time for Residence Life. We
want the incoming students to
have the best experience possible
in our halls."
Work on the facilities will begin
immediately after the halls close
on May 5. All Woods buildings
will be re-roofed, four buildings
will receive new carpet and paint,

first floor hot water heaters will
be replaced and the sidewalks
will be repaired and updated.
Waccamaw Hall and all
Residence Life offices will
receive new carpet tiles, which
will allow staff members to
remove small portions of stained
or destroyed carpet instead of
recarpeting an entire area. All
Residence Life facilities will be
updated with normal maintenance
- cleaning, painting and repairs as
needed.
"We hope that putting time and
money into updating our building. now will save both in the
long run," aid lones.
During this time, Residence Life
will also be hosting summer conferences
and
orientations.
Organizations from campus athletics to regional religious programs will stay in the halls for up
to a week while they take advantage of services and activities on
campus and in the Myrtle Beach
area.
The department will also pro-

vide housing to incoming students while they participate in
summer orientations.
"Our summer conference programs give younger students
(high school and under) the
opportunity to see what it's like to
be at college and live in a
Re idence Hall," said LiDell
Evans, Assistant Director of
Residence Life. "The summer
program also gives incoming students and their parents a glimpse
into their freshman year living
arrangement; they can see what to
bring and what to leave at home."
As Residence Life prepare for
summer renovations and conferences, staff members also take
time to reflect on the past year.
Congratulations to all graduating seniors, especially those who
have worked in the department
during their time at CCU.
Residence Life would like to
thank all residents who call CCU
their home and wish all students a
happy and safe summer vacation.

April 23 - May 5, 2007

Real World, p(lge 5
"I've heard ru"'inors of different
places; Charleston, Los Angeles
and Pittsburgh," said Malinosky.
"I would per on ally like it to be
somewhere like Tampa Bay or
Miami, but Los Angeles would
be tight. I would love the chance
to see California since I've never
been there before."
The opportunity to spend a few
months partying in a new city
isn't the only perk involved with
reality TV stardom. In the past, a
number of former tar of the
show have gone on to start successful acting or producing
careers.
"Thi ' eason they are looking
for ca t member who wish to
pur. ue careers in acting, music,
film production, modeling, etc.
This would be a great opportunity for me, seeing as how I want
to go into film production,' said
Arrowood.
As of press time, the applicants
haven't even been told exactly
when the show will begin taping. To most applicants, this
unstructured schedule can be

8a

. ,..

viewed as a dilemma becau e
they are all in··the college age
range. The possibility of mi sing
a erne ter of chool is a sacrifice the tudents have to make
for a chance at stardom.
"Education will always be here
for me. I know that Coa. tal will
always be here and this is where
I would want to come back to. I
would hope to be able to take
orne online cour es while on
the how, and at the same time
get orne experience in film production," said Arrowood.
Three students on CCU's campu have been given this chance
to go from being· an e eryday
college tudent to a worldwide
TV celebrity. The effect this will
have on the univer ity's image
as a whole could be ju t a big.
"I think it will have a tremendou effect on CCU if one of us
gets chosen," said Conti. "Ie
free national publicity for CCU.
I will definitely be rockin' my
CCU apparel on the show and
letting the entire U.S. know that
Coastal is number one. C - I!"

-5
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Messages of truth and
Alex Souza
For The Chanticleer

The elf-proclaimed "rapturous
at the l.ab ratory for
truth and beauty invaded the
walls pf Coa tal Carolina
University's building last week.
The mysteriou group that
claims to be "totally friendly and
harmless" coured an innumerable amount of flyer around
e eral building on campu .
They promoted their me age of
truth and beauty; however, they
did so-while di. obeying uni erity policy.
According to the chool's po ting policy, any tudent or student
organization mu t go to the
Office of Student Activitie and
Leader hip COSAL) one wee
prior to po ting any material
anq have the flyer approved.
The flyers are then to be po ted by taff member of the
Office of Re idence Life only_ A
flyer or po ter is removed if it i
technician~

hen

not on the designated bulletin
boards found throughout campus. There is an authorization
stamp on each flyer or po ter. If
the stamp is missing, the flyer i
removed.
One of the flyer removed from
the Edwards building came off
the door of Dr. Lee Bollinger.
Bollinger. a joumali m pro e sor aid her door i u ed for
information for her tuden .
'I don t care if they er~ in th
bathroom but
hen you're
coming onto my door you ener
100 • OU4' aid Bollinger.
Diane 11 on a fi al technician of OSAL i accu tamed to
student di regarding the po ting
policy.
"We have had thi happen
before u ually by people that
don t kno. e too' the po ter
down and held it in the office:'
aid Wil on.
If a tudent ent to the offic
to find out what happened to
taff auld

ica so

inform them of the procedure
they must follow.
Wtl on noted that in her experience there had been no di ciplinary action taken on an students the flyers ere impl~
taken down and hown to the
dean of tuden for e raluation if
nece ary.
Dr. Lloyd Holme CCU' dean
of tudent
aid the rea on
behiIid the uni ersity' p ting
policy i to eep th m rithin the
la that go em
here.
''Tbi i

as

e' asn't breath -ng a
t ere ore dec a e ead.
he ·d
fed c·
e
im bac
w Ie

o

Aclivitie
and
Leadership
stamp of
apprval, thu
incitin everalpeopl
w question
who M'~
po ling
them. Dean
of trulen~
Uo'd

~ !hat

ha e y u don t day to promot
truth and beauty?

Holme .aid
thefty rs
would have
been
approved
had the
po ler
reql'e~ted

it.

While Holme
th ir me age 0 truth and beauty dmir ble, th po ter need to
follow the procedure implemen -

ed.
Holme
er
I .

aid that if an

Vi ewp 0 ints
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Point/ Counterpoint: Real, natural sun or fake tn' bake?
MegDovall
Staff Writer

I am not opposed
to spending the day
a the beach or
o nging by the

bec:am;e - i

ai a Ie e en uring

. leT. Once the weather gets

<L

aying out is not an option.

Tune i also a bonus of indoor lan. g. l o y takes about 15 minutes
e ery other day to get a tan. Salons
also sen great-snielling products that
accelerate and enhance your tan
throughout the tanning process. The
major tanning produc lines even
have labs where they research and

create new products that make tanning state-of-the-art.
You also don't have to worry about
getting all sandy in a tanning bed.
The beach is a fun way to spend the
day, but to pack up everything just to
get a tan is an inconvenience to do
frequently.
Tanning salons are now starting to
u. e stand-up beds . 0 that tanners
don't get an lines. The tand-up beds
are better than the conventional layd wn ed an have 360 degrees of
UV b lb in order to tan e ery inch
of our b dye There are over- ea
. trap to ho d n to 0 that your
un erann get tanned as well.
The tand-up beds a so have highpo ered fan ver-head that keep
you from getting to hot in the tan0 many people even go
ning
tanning on their way to work or
before they go out.
For those who are serious about
achieving that perfect tan, it is easy
to see why indoor tanning is the way
togo.
Editor's Note: The writer worked at
a tanning salon and is certified as a
Tanning Expert by Smart Tan.

Caroline P. Smith
Editor-in-Chief

If I've said it once,
I've said it a hundred
times: Why pay for a
tan when you can get it
for free?
Since more women than men u e
tanning salons, I'll direct these next
few comments to the ladies. Girls,
it' true that appearances attract and
that you may 100" etter with a tan.
But common sen e attracts, too.
How ensible i. it to pay for something that you cou d get for free?
Laying out on the beach, on your
front lawn or by the p 01 doesn't
cost a penny. Member. hips at a tanning salon can cost anywhere from
50 cents to 1 per minute of tanning or $30 for a month of tanning,
not including a membership fee.
The sun's rays can be harmful to
skin, ·but a bottle of 30 SPF sunblock is cheaper than 15 minutes of
laying in a tanning bed. Believe it

or not, properly applied sunscreen will effectively protect the
skin from harmful UV rays.
People may also not realize
that laying out on a wann but
cloudy day will still result in a
tan - the clouds block a portion
of the harmful UV rays 0 only the
"healthy" ray reach the kin.
I under. tand the convenience of
tanning beds -- no tan line , 15
minutes a day, etc. But to me, convenience i not having to leave
your hou e and having extra money
in my p c 'et while. till having a
great tan. Having one or two tan
line. isn't a big deal when I know
I'm aving money and the ga it
would take for me to drive to and
from a tanning alon.
In addition, I'm not exactly a fan
of confined spaces. Being locked in
a heated box isn't my idea of a
good time, whether for 15 minute
or 15 econds. I'll take fre hair.
and natural sunlight any day.

Let us hear your voice!
Submit letters to the editor at
ww2 .coastal.edulchanticleer.

Remind me not to schedule my classes
during peak tanning hours next semester...

/
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TOPIC: SEXUAL ORIE TATIO
Need some advice but don't know where to tum? Loa no further than The
Chanticleer. Submit your questions (anonymously if you prefer) to eithe
dkweber@coastal.edu or to mgfisher@coastal.edu. d ic and upport is
given from a male and a female's point of iew for everyone' enefit.
An i sue
that really
heats up
any conversation
is exual
orientation. In my
.David Weber mind,I
don't see
Staff Writer
what the
conversation is all about.
Many people feel that homosexuality is wrong, and there
have been steps taken to prevent
homosexuals from having the
rights they are entitled to. Such
rights as the right to be legally
married is just one e ample of

is to
quote my
M. G. Fisher brother, Jack
Assistant Editor P. Chevanty.
from a conver ation we had last week.
He said. "In a world where
sex ha become something that
we can buy and sell, we mu t be
careful to not define oursel ve
imply by how we [take our
pleasure. ]"

ow nomosexuals are put down
in America.
The que tion I pose is this:
how i thi any different than th
suppression of the AfricanAmerican population during the
slavery period and . egregation
period up until the 1960s?
If it is wrong to suppress one
group then how is it OK to suppress another? So what.are
homosexuals to feel, think or do
with such hatred in the world?
I think it is best not to deny
who someone is. I do not suggest
swallowing your feelings. Be
true to wh you are.
Believe that, although some
may think you are in the \\TOng.

we as a people do not choose
ho we fall in love wi . We are
de tined by fate, and until we
accept ho we are and become
comfortable with our el 'e in
our own kin we cannot truly b
happy.
Although some rna disagree
and say there i a moral issue in
being a homosexual, the truth i
there i no harm being done. ()
one can tell us who to love' to
condemn omeone for their wa
f life is more of a wrongful act
and a deviation from our belief
in freedom than loving someo e
of the same se .

No person can be defmed by
one thing. So whether you prefer
to be with boys or girl or both,
remember thattbi does no
make you the per on you are. I
is merely an aspect of your
whole per onality.
There are of cour e, orne
legal i sues for tho e who live
"alternative" life tyles. A everyone know . homosexual marriage
has been a topic of discus ion for
orne time.
Bi exual marriage is not e en
considered. as polygamy has
been outlawed, except in rare
religiou ca.~s, for many years.
Although everyone reading this
article knows e 'actly what I

Letter to the editor
Dear Editor.
On behalf of the Laboratory
for Truth and Beauty, I wanted to
take a moment to address orne
of the concerns my flyers seem
to have provoked. While I anticipated administrative frustrations
for not getting the posters
approved, I hadn't prepared
myself for the negative backlash
to a simple, friendly gesture.
To combat my various stressrelated anxieties I've found that
posting cheerful absurdities
around campus has been really

tberapeuti for me and has gi en
many people a smile.
ESpecially after the irgmia
Tech shootings I believe that our
world needs mo mindless acts
of love and joy. I am not related
to any organization I'm not
being paid for my actions, and
I'm certaiDly no wanting to
offend people.
You sh uld be aware however.
that I'm not respon ible for the
po ter abOut Keith Richards. Not
only is it ickening and immoral,
but Ricliards denied ever snort-

0 therefore it i n
truth. AI • a "rapturi f' i Dot a
crazy per. on on the tree comer
"ling about the Second
Coming. It i literally only the
opposite 0
terrori t.
Simply, 1j t anted to nd
smaIl mes ages 0 Coastal tudents, staff and acuity reminding them that
ta beauty and
10 e till exi teen when our
rii.iD.d are el ewhere.

ing1U father,

-- The Laboratory for Truth and
Beauty

EdilOr-in-Chief
Bad thing happen e ery da .
A college tuden . e are old
enough and mature enough to
know this.
What tum bad thing into
tragedie i when peopl don't
learn anything from tho e bad
experience . There i a Ie on to
be learned from everything that
happen imilar to th optimistic claim that "e ery cloud
has a silver lining.'
That i not to ay ho ever
that every Ie on learned i
going to e a po itive one. The
recent mas murder at rrginia
Tech i an example.
I don' think anyone will di agree with me' I ay what happened is shockingly horrific, 0
much to the point that people
may not recognize hat Ie on
there is to be learned from uch
an occurrence.
o er the year , I have become
quite proficient at being able to
fmd the good in all situati n . 1
believe that if ou can learn
omething from a itua' on, then
you are the b tter for it. Al 0 if
you can walk a ay from a bad
ituation in one pie e then th
bad experience m d you a
tronger person emotionally.
E en in th c e ofth death
of a family mem er or. a friend
the experi nee teache tho e urviving ho to handle d ath 0
they migh deal with it later on
in life. Death tea
u that it i
a part of life.
hen thing bapp n 0
o
the cale of the m acre at 'A
Tech, it may eem like there i
no ilver lining and there i
nothing to
learned. I di agree.
e can ake into account that
the per on ho commined th
33 murder at 'A Tech felt 0
cized by hi own ociet and
that sign of hi behavi r wer
noted month earlier. e can
learn that people should never be
ignored or made to feel thi way
becau e negati e thing can

ourel e

culoo.
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Technological advances are defining factors ·of Generati9n 'I'·
David Ward
Staff Writer
There have been at least four
great technological developments during the early years of
Generation L
The term Generation I was
coined late in the 20th century to
describe tho e born during the
age of the Internet.
While many of us were born
prior to the emergence of the
Internet.. and many of the e technological developments were
born before the advent of the
Internet as we know it, none of
u or our tools have escaped the
tremendous changes that the
electronic revolution has
brought.
The fir t and greate t development to come into our lives
during Generation I is the everevolving per onal computer.
When Ronald Reagan swore
his oath of office in ] 980, per-

sonal computers were little more
than electronic word processors.
The average college student's
calculator has vastly more computing power than the space capule that took man to the moon.
Personal computers have
become an indispensable tool in
people's lives, without which
modem life would be near
impos ible.
The econd technological
advance is especially dear to the
American youth' heart. How
would we make plans or get a
hold of friend without a cell
phone?
Just about all of u have gone
through a time in our live
where we found our elves suddenly deprived of our cell
phone . It doesn't take long
before the feelings of separation
and isolation begin to take hold.
For mo t of us today, going
without a cell phone would e
unthinkable.

The advent of cable TV is the
third great development. It was
not that long ago that there were
only two or three channel choices on TV. The narrow bounds of
television's content and context
was forever changed by the
emergence of cable network
whose niche is providing entertainment to tho e unsati fied
with the option made a 'ailable
by the major networks.
The final technological wonder to change our lives may be
listed last but it is certainly not
least. The introduction of more
powerful per onal computer
gave rise to the Internet, which
was de. tined from the beginning
to reshape the world of man.
While the Internet was actually developed in the early 1970s,
it did not develop into a tool utilized by the majority of
Americans until the early 1990s.
Providing in tantaneou communication, limitless informa-

tion and the ability to reach out
and touch every comer of the
globe makes the Internet the
defining development of our
age.
The next time you have time
to slow down and take a look at

the world around you, take a
econd to wonder at the marvel
of the modem world. Then ponder what new advance are ju t
around the comer and how much
they will change all of our live .

earning Assistance Centers ( AC)
Free tutoring is available to all Coastal Carolina
University students. We assist with foreign
language difficulties, mathematics questions,
and writing projects.
Our friendly student staff is here to assist you.
Give us a try! We can help!
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Math Learning Center

Wall Building
Room 120

Phone:
349-2884

Writing Center

Prince Building
Room 208

Phone:
349-2937

Monday-Thursday
8:30AM to 7:00PM
Friday
8:30AM to 1:30PM
We also have hours in the residence halls.
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Phone:
349-2468

Sunday
4:00PM to 7:00PM
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Foreign Language
Instructional Center (FLIC)
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Tuesday , Wednesday, and Thursday
Waccamaw 127 and
University Place, Post Office Building, Room 108
7:00PM to 9:00PM
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Staff editorial: Stude t
Meg DuvaU
Staff Writer

According to the small percentage of student that are actually involved in e tracurricular
acti vitie , a general feeling of
apathy i a major i ue on campu .
] too have noticed that mo t
tudents at Coastal Carolina
Univer ity are not concerned
with anything that doe n't affect
them directly.
But it would be hypocritical
for me not to tell the full tory.
Like the tuden I am writing to
I a not in 01 ed on campu
last erne ter. While I was orking off-campu at lea t three
days a week, I till had free time
I could have u ed more wi ely.
I 10 k back at the fall erne ter
with orne regret 0 er h
I
u ed my free time. Partying with
my friend did not g t me anyhere but in debt.
Over Chri tma break ] too a
look at my life and how] had

ju t wa ted a erne ter of my college career. Then it dawned on
me, what had I done ince I
tarted college that ould get me
anywhere in life?
ot much.
With only three erne ter left
I knew it as past time for a
change. I immediately e-mailed
our new paper editor and joined
the taft" of The Chanticleer. Thi
em ter I have dedicated
almo t all of my time to it. .
I cannot b gin to tell tud n
how much being in 01 ed on
campu ill change their live .
as it has mine. I am 100 . ng oac
at thi past erne ter and ~ alizing that] have accompli hed ,
more in the Ja t four month than
I ha e in three and a half years
of college.
So hat doe thi ha e to do

Farewe from

al 0 part of the learning e 'perience.
It

becau e of aj
und r tand

ea

ector -

Paul Robin on
Art Director

High cho 1 Vwent fa t, but th la t fi ur
year have flown by like a crotch r
on U. . 501. Ju t like th re a
th

p rtin
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How to sift through the freeb· e
Philip Cook
For The Chanticleer
Undoubtedly while sitting in
front of a computer 'urfing
around on the Internet one has to
deal with pop-ups advertising
"free" gaming systems. iPods,
winning money, obtaining gift
certificates and other assorted
gifts suddenly appear on the
screen.
To get such gifts, one has to
give out personal information or
refer friends bye-mail to actually
get a chance to win the advertised
gift.
Ryan "Goob" Eubanks, a 23year-old Virginia native and creator of the Web site heyit free.net
(HIF) founded a Web site off of
these pop-ups. HIF is a site that
finds actual "free" gifts by sifting
through the bad "freebies."
Eubanks launched this site a little over a year ago and has seen a
steady increase in traffic from net
surfers, but it all started becau e

of those pop-ups and a little
curiosity.
Like many college tudents,
Eubanks sat at his computer procrastinating starting a paper that
wa due soon. Unlike many others who just deleted the pop-up,
he u ed one of the pop-ups and
got a "free" gift, but he had to
actually pay a small amount for
the "freebie."
This got Eubanks thinking what
if there were actually "free" product out there.
"After a little investigation I"
realized there were tons of site
out there that offered link. to
'free' stuff, but they were
absolutely littered with link to
tho. e "free" iPod offers (bad fre bies)," said Eubanks. "I had to
wade through all the fake freebie
link in order to find something
that was actually free, and it
ended up taking so long it just
wa n't worth the time and effort
and I grew frustrated."
Then Eubanlu realized he could

do this a lot easier since he was
already in the referral-based freebie system from previous popup from which h _had actually
received gifts but had to pay a
mall fee for.
He kne which companie were
real and which ere f e, 0 he
orted through the bad and found
the good. This i hat led him to
create HIF in March 2006.
He puts up legit freebie ite
wh re all one h to do is ga e a
name and addre .
Eub
. I ne e pu up a
, ree' iPod or anything t a

fake or pamm Ii
no matter
ho much money I co~1 earn.
Which mean , r °e I said earlier,
you'll never see a link for a free
iPod on my site. ince all of those
require you to actually 'spend a
little money to get the free gift.
I keep it imple - if a user has to

Long-time profess
Randall Wells

I came to the nive ity f
South Carolina-Coastal in 1974
I wa here before "suck."
just in time for the de ication 0 a
I wa here long before tattoo., building that finally got a namebefore suntans didn't end and Kearn Hall-b for it had to b
e en before ba ebaU cap were reno aledo
worn indoors. As for thi 1a t cu It as a a refugee that I arri ed
tom, an outrage to traditional . from an un atisfactory jo in
manners a blasphemy of hab r- anoth r ate. I ad a oct rat
dashery, I made only one per n
remove hi. cap, and that wa
before he gave a peech. (He
uturned out to be hairle. s, 0 it
man a
went back on.)
t
em e t r
brough
me
job as a parttimer
who
n1
taught
offcam u..
On place
was the technical chool
in Kingstree
(two nights a
week), another was Myrtle
Beach
Air
Base

For The Chanticleer

.. :.

THE MORE YOU CLICK OK, THE
MORE POP UPS WILL APPEAR

OK!
J1/ustratioll by Paul Robin on

it LV IUlrd to di.vtillguis/Z betweell legitimate and fake
o . e pop-ups tllat advertise free item . www.heyit free.com compile. a list of the legitimate offers.
o

tim

d an thing more then give their
addres , I don't po t it."
Many wou d think that he is
getting free . tuff from the companie
e promotes, but that i.
incorrec. said Eubanks. He i
currentl I in negotiation with
som companies to promote or
te t-market orne of their new
products but there is a hang-up in
that many companies do not want

c

Eubank to give a bad re iev.,
which he might do if be 0 ch . e, .

Eubanks and 500 forum member., 30 member consi tently,
update the freebie forum almo t
hourly, then Eubank sit down
and ift through the post to find
the one that catch hi eye or
intrigue him. He then post them
on the main page of thc site~

•

memones

r night a

eek) and th
yrtJe Beach High
r three h u

e

to peer ac into
almo t
third of a century
t ching a on
hool. It' Ii e
revie ing a no el th t doesn't
develop a c nflict to an illuminating climax; or a play ith ne
dialogu co tume , intern tion
and scenes that 'cep dr pping
the familiar characters and adding
ne on .
When I look at the second floor
of Kimbel Library. I see audio isual materials on shel es where
temporary clas rooms were

Photo\ bv Bill Edmond~

bo : Prole sor Randall fells with ome tudent from his cia .
Left: Randall n~ll with one if hi . Engli h cw. e .

hued D r most of my career, and
where both my mall office -the
first without a window, the econd with one-flanked a hallway
bet een about 25 offices in
something that re embled a double-wide trailer. Now it'. ju. t carrel and carpet. Spooky that all
those 50 minute periods. all tho e
textbooks, lectures, que tions,

chalk click -and-f1ouri he, all
tho e roll-reading" all tho e
. mile wi crack and laugh , all
tho e . peeche , all that affection,
all tho. cocca ional conflict all
tho e in ight communicated. all
tho e paper handed in and back
all those face carefully watched,
day after day, week after week,
ee Wells, po
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A Flaming Lips concert
Ashley Stevens
Staff Writer
I had been told that a Flaming
Lips concert is like no other. and
it would be one of the best concerts J would ever see. Then
again, who hasn't said this about
a band in some way, shape or
fornr?
But after attending the Flaming
Lips concert on April 17 at the
Hou e of Blues, those statements
were proven true as I witnes ed
one of the most spectacular, psychedelic live shows to date.
My evening began a little later
than planned as I and the gang
arrived fashionably late, only
catching one song by the opening
band Star Death and White
Dwarfs. The background of the
stage was covered by a mas ive
LCD screen which played many
different images throughout the
Flaming Lips performance.
The stage was covered with
bright colorful instruments along
with a gong. As we all waited for
the band to get started, a man

The lead singer from the "band The Flaming lip
human-size hampster ball during one of their concerts. This is just one
of the many antics The Flaming lips do during their shows.

with an immen e amount.of laser
pointers began going thougb the
audience passing them ou1 to
everyone.
At this point. I knew I was about
to be presented with a very interesting how, to say the least. A
short while later, two of the members of the Flaming Lip emerged
along with a group of fan

dressed in Santa Clau and Alien
co tume .
The band began to play the intro
of their fif tong "Race For the
Prize"' as bigantic yellow balloons began to fallon the audience. Then, the lead inger
emerged to urpri e me with a
totally different concert experience. He wore huge rubber hands

that carried yet another giganti
yello balloon.
The band continued to pia
the inger remo ed hi large
hand and tarted to ing. A th
ong hit its choru huge bur 0
orange confetti fell upon th audience con ' nuou ly co ering them
throughout the ong. At that
moment, I was totall enthralled.
The Flaming Lip mo ed into
their next ong as the p op
dre ed as San and alien continued to dance. The giant LCD
creen
covered bani age
of the lead inger ayne Co ne
mouth. I then realized that there
as a mall camera alta bed to
his microphone tha a di pIa ing th image on the LCD creen.
Song after ong as p ayed and
each one pre~ented a n theatrical e ement to th perfonnance,
ut confetti
al a in olved.
L er and LED light fl hed
every here a the udience
danced and moved in an in e ant
motion to the mu ic.
Later the band lowed thing

Ir

"I FAILED A FEW TESTS •.. "

Summ
Jut 2 -

ARRESTED?
DUl DRUGS ASSAULTS
FELONIES MISDEMEANORS TRAFFIC
ALCOHOL OFFENSES SERIOUS INJURYCASES
o matter bow far away from home you may be,
belp is just a call away. We understand
the special n eds and concern
involved when co ege st dents find
their futures in jeopardy.

THE SUITO LAW FIRM, PC
ATTORNEY ROBERf M. S TTO
843-62~

708

Suite 405, Myrde Offices, M rtJe Beach
TRUSTED ADVICE AT A REASONABLE PRICE SI CE 1995
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o Leon hits harder rock tunes
hard to understand a ever,
o nding ike a younger,
Southern Randy
ewman.

Maybe that is why lyrics were
included with the album. This
is a nice touch, but it's almost

more fun to not know his words
and have to try making ense of
them.
Many of th... songs on
Becau e of the Times have fairly heav guitars but they still
have the typical
ouncy
rhythm" that Kings of Leon are
known for.
y favorite on the album is
probably "On Call." It's a slow
groove with energetic guitars
and a thumping bassline where
Caleb promi es a loved one that
he'll always be there.
Maybe it is becau e of the
times that things are more hardedged, or maybe Kings of Leon
are just growing up. Either way,

this is a fine band that i only
getting better.

Trac listing:

t. Knoc ed Up
2. Carmer
3. On Call
cFear es
5. B ac Thumbnail
6. y Party
7. True Love Way
8. agoo
9. Fa
10. The Runner
11. Trunk
12. Camaro
13. Arizona
a
1\
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e , senior
marine science
major. m going to
do ta an y i and
e p Dr. Ga e with
me ofh·s
research."

Lois os iii, freshman computer science major. ''I'm
taking a week-long
road trip up north to
ee family and

Everson King, junior
music major: "I'm working at Carowinds, up on
the border of North
Carolina and South
Carolina."

John Molder,junio
finance major: "I'll be
taking ummer c1asses
all summer long, four
classes total."

Parker Terlaak,
junior management
major: "In May I'm
going to Austin,
Texas and
Nicaragua, and then
I'll be back here for
summer clas es."

Tiffany Shimett,
senior criminal
justice major:
"I'm planning a
trip to ew York
and to Florida. '

Give us your
The Chanticleer wants to see your photographs!
Submit your pictures to chanticleer@coastal.edu for a
chance to see your picture displayed here. The winning
photographer will receive a cash prize. All submitted
photos must be at least 200 dpi and can not contain
any vulgarity or profanity. Do not submit
more than three photos per wee

Virtu
Chuck Plunket

••

Staff Writer

To be completely hone t, I have known
about thi mythical 'profe sor band,' Virtue
Trap, for about four years now, but until
April 13, they were only a name to me.
Behind the name are five Coastal Carolina
University professors playing music they
love and enjoying every econd of it.
My freshman year, my Engli h 101
teacher, Cliff Saunder ,played keyboard for
the group and encouraged all of hi classes
to come see them. I'm not ure what it was,
whether it was my naivety toward mu ic
back then, or the fact that I was underage,
but I just never got out to ee them.
Many line-up change. how and years
later, the group is still going strong. The
current line-up of musicians include Steve
Hamelman (drums), Dan Ennis (rhythm
guitar, harmonica), Arne Flaten (vocals,

Gar 'ge
key), Scott Pleasant (guitar vocal) and
Jim Solazzo (bas guitar). The band' currently playing shows in the area, m tI at
places like the CoastaJ Ale House with the
occasional opening gig at the Hou of
Blue . Most notably is their recent opening
for the Doobie Brothers.
When I walked into their ho at the
Coastal Ale House, I heard real mu ici
playing, not professors wh
ere tryi g to
play some songs. Althoug I do ha e to
admit that it was somewhat strange to see
the same professors I pass in the ball on
campus either up on stage playing music or
sitting at the bar watching their peers pia .
VIrtue Trap was one song hort of a break
when I walked in, and during that b
.I
was able to sit down and talk with them
about what it as like to be in Irtue Trap,
and what it mean to them.
One of the fir t question I asked them ·
what their musical backgrounds ere and
they all bad pretty
much the arne an ere
"My paren made me
pick up [in ert band
instrumen here] but
got tired with tha
quickly and moved
onto [insert cooler,
more 'hip' instrument
here], and the rest is
history. '
The direction the
too on their respecti e
mu ical path seems to
be working out for
_ _ _ _ _ _-II them, and it's easy to

Hou .

Photo
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Wells, page 16
emester after semester, decade
after decade-are gone with the
electric-mustard wallpaper that
curled off the wall.
The years slipped by. I finally
swam my 200th half-mile in the
pool, my wife and I saw our thousandth
performance
in
Wheelwright Auditorium and I
tried to overlook my millionth
aseball cap.
Perhaps my most momentous
experience a a teacher occurred
about 20 years ago during the

annual CINO Day, when beer
was pumped like Arabian oil.
When one of my favorite students
entered a portable toilet, I felt the
need to give it a little tip-whereupon it debated for a long-held
breath whether or not to right
itself. You can guess the outcome
of the center-of-gravity question
becau I still work here, and you
can understand why I walked
home immediately, shaken.
My happiest day was Oct. 22,
1994, when I had been here 20

years and the school celebrated
the inauguration of Ronald R.
Ingle as the president of the
newly-christened
Coastal
Carolina University. I felt so
proud, so liberated from the
University of South Carolina and
so appreciated the unstinting supply of champagne and the abundance of dressed-up', attractive
people (not all of them men) that
I wandered around smiling for
hours and may still be there.
My worst day for strictly CCU

matters was Oct. 3, 1995, when a
friend and I were leaving the
Student Center. Sudden mayhem:
about 50 African American who
had crowded into the recreation
room jumped and high-fived and
yelled as if they had just won the
state championship. The most
valuable player. (OJ. Simpson)
so to speak, had just been acquitted of a double murder. My friend
and I ducked out of the building,
and the experience continues to
weigh on me and to offer wisdom

about human nature that I don't
really want to ab orb.
Sounds. Before the residence
hall were built, the end of clas
was signaled by the jangle of car
keys. Before the Air Force Ba e
was closed, A-tO "Warthogs"
regularly roared over campus so
that outdoor clas e had to upend talk momentarily. Before
the portable cl'assrooms were
finally replaced by buildings,
clunk-clunk-clunk went our footSee Wells, page 23

LastDitch
ffo
By John
Kroes

Ran
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1. Ballroom
dances
4. Emulate
Eminem
7. Container
weight
9. "Far out!"
11. Sit tight
14. Foxx of
"Sanford and
Son"
15. Animal
mouths
16. 100lbs.
17. Swenson of
"Benson"
18. Type of discrimination
19. Big book
20. Andean pack

animal
21. Long Star
State sch.
22. Skilled in
24. TIl will
27. Esther of
"Good Times"
28. Made bearable
29. "Stick
around"

Down:
2. "The
Limits"
3. Small crown
5. Keys with no
sharps or flats
6. Las Vegas'
state
8. Lickety-split

10. Type of jockey
12. Come out
13.AAA
18. Bear market
order
22. Lives side by
side
23. Dover's state
24. Clinched,
with "up"
25. Pt. of mop
26. Eye impolitely
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Professor, a
Jaclynn oc
For The Chanticleer
Students call her Dr. B, and'
many know her as high school
editor, wife, mother college editor. journali t, paralegaL college
student, teacher and magazine
editor. Abo e all. Dr.
Lee
Bollinger said, he has a1 ay
been a writer.
She has five degree : an associate degree in ocial science. a
bachelor of arts in communication aDd Eng . h double major, a
master's in communication a
master' in literature and a doctorate in jownali m and m
communica .on.
"It's a lot of acrifice and to be
hone I don kno
at dri
u to get higher level of education. You can ask my man colleagues right here at the uni erity. and they ould all probabl
just shake their heads or sa
omething like ' hy not. ' - no
very profound" aid Dr. Lee
Bollinger.

Rea

man

to ta 1 cal
even duri g final i
studen may realize.
Director of Stude t
Coun eling ervice
enn' e
Ca idy, aid late-night cram
se ions are no g
beca e
tudents on t
ab e to recall
the information if they ha en't
lept.
'Sleep help becau e if you' re
tired you won't remember the
information," aid junior communication
major
Brett
Anderson.
Some students don t really

B

·ng.
S
ing into th
office a Gannon
Erie Pa. in 1979
them
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Student spotlight:
Amanda Kelley
Staff Writer/Photographer
John
Adam
Lyttelton
Hutchl on known a Jack by
family and friend, tarted running after damaging tendon in
hi elba and learning he couldn't play ba eball anym r ; that
wa hi ophomore year in high
chool. ow a a colJege fre hman, he ha already becom a
key member of the men s tra k
and field team.
Hi high ch 01 tra ' career i
impre i 'e. including fi e tate
champion hip title t a athlet
of the year title and eight h I
r cord.
Head Coac Jeff Ja ob
de cribe 1a k a "a lery hard
moti at d athbroken
Coa tal Carolina Uni r it)
record in the 110-met r hurd]
e ent and he and his coa h
till

wanted to ecorne an important
part of the team a far a team
coring. I wanted to bre
the
liO-meter hurdle and rna 'e
regional a a fre~ hman.'·
He ha yet to qualify for regional . but h doe n't eem worried'
he aid "there'
till a lot of
time:'
Hutchin n i currently training
or the d cathlon
hi h i 10

ja\elin and a
meter
run.
d cathlon te t peed
and p er
\\eU
technique
enduran e.
Jacob
Hut hi

trong rna

Photo court

Jack Hur hll

011

F,., hman Jack Hutchin on has alread),
broken Coa tal Carolina Universil) 110meter dash record. He is a communication
major from Kent I land, Md. His goals
include making regional for track along
with breal. .ing the llO-meter record, one of
which he accomplished.

Wells,

page 20

teps on the hollow floor. ow we ha e
cellular phone that aUo chit-chat anywhere--acoustic clear-cutting of the
silence that otherwi e would in ite meditation--and they even ring during cia a
if 'Su casa es Mi ca a.'
As for the little glowing creen that not
a fe
tudent unhinge when the light
dim for a performance. I prefer the occaional pit cup that orne guy u ed to tote
during the chaar more primiti e day .
I'm counting the days till retirement,
which are now fewer than the year r e
pent here. Maybe I need reno ation, too.
Maybe my engine will explode like the
Celica' , who e trunk wa my office for a

year. Maybe I'll climb onto the cia room
de k, lie down, tick chalk in my ear and
tell e eryone to go away. But tud nt
keep egging me on with their Hveline
their kaleido cope of personalities, and
their diver ity of home tate and ra e a
big change from the communit college
once known as USC-Coastal.
Editor's note: Randall Well i a professor in the Engli h, joumalism and communication department.

ati n
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Flaming Lips,
grammed to play the song
''Taps.''
He continued to say that it is a
song that is predominately played
at the funerals of war veterans.
The bugle played its song and the
singer ended by encouraging the
audience to vote for a person who
will reduce the use of the bugle in
a tragic way. The audience
responded by raising their hands
in peace signs as the singer
brought out an electronic white
peace dove and held it in his
hands. This touching moment of
the concert yet again amazed me.
The Flaming Lips continued on
with the song "She Don't Use
Jelly" which most of the audience sang along with. During
this, Coyne did another strange
but exciting stunt. He pulled out
a large white balloon and continued to inflate it until it popped,
releasing smaller balloons over
the audience. He ended the song

Seniors have differ~nt
plans after graduation

page 17

with these words to the audience,
"Thank you for being an unstoppable force of optimism and
energy!" To which the audience
responded with a cheer.
The last song "Do You Realize"
played as a shower of streamers
covered the audience. The band
exited off stage and quickly
remerged for the first of their two
encore perfonnances. The first
was the song "The Wand" and the
show was ended with the song,
"A Spoonful Weighs a Ton."
Of course, in true Flaming Lips
style they decided to incorporate
the laser pointers and the last yellow balloon that had yet to be
popped. The lights dimmed again
as the audience followed the balloon with their lasers for yet
another spectacular experience.
The bass player then emerged
with the large rubber hands to do
a little dancing along with the
Santas and the aliens who were

April 23 - May 5, 2007

looking more than exhausted.
The show ended with one more
burst of confetti as the lead singer
spun a light above his head to
signify the sun.
I momentarily stood in awe.
This show was by far one of the
most spectacular concert experiences I have ever had. The music
was a great example of modem
psychedelic rock 'vhich only
aided in their outstanding visual
perfonnance. So my advice to
you is similar to that of my
friends -- if you ever get the
chance to see The Flaming Lips
in concert, go. There's no way
you will leave disappointed.

Chris Keziah
For The Chanticlt;er
It's almost graduation time.
That means seniors will be leaving Coastal Carolina University,
making room for next year's
"fish." On May 5 at Brooks
Stadium we will say goodbye to
this year's seniors, beginning
with a fonnal celebration and
ending in a party joining the rest
of the city on the evening of
Cinco De Mayo.
After graduation, communication major Dave Minetti is moving back to New Jersey into his
parent's beach house to bartend
for the summer at the Number
One Tavern in North Wildwood.
"It's been a fun four years, but
it's time to move on to bigger and
better things," said Minetti.
Jude Santry, a marketing major,
is walking in May but he is postponing graduation until August,
after one more class during summer school.

Senior Scott Cantey is fmishing
up school during Maymester in
Kenya,
then
moving
to
Charleston to pursue more
schooling at the Medical
University of South Carolina.
Gina Lo~eno, a marketing
major, is hanging around town for
a while, aving up money and
moving to California to get a
"real" job.
"I don't wanna leave all my
friends," said Loreno. "That'
definitely the biggest thing but
I'm excited because I'll get to go
somewhere new and meet even
more people than I already have."
Courtney Cundiff also has
mixed feelings about graduation.
"I'm moving back home to Fort
Mill, and possibly going to nursing school in Charlotte, or graduate school somewhere to get my
master's in public health. I'm
excited to graduate and be done
with classes, but ad to be leaving
my friends," said Cundiff.

_==-t;P$400* per
bedroom with
utilities
included. * *

110 Chanticleer Village Dr
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
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Club comer: SAM club prepares students ,for life
Raytevia Evans
Section Editor
The Society for Advancement
of Management (SAM) Club is
encouraging students to become
future leaders.
"The purpose of SAM is to help
students bridge the gap from the
. classroom atmosphere to the
working world," said President
Mark Merola.
The organization meets on a biweekly basis during the school
year. This spring, the meetings
were
held
every
other
Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in the
Wall building, Room 118.
''The meetings have a tendency
to last anywhere from 30 minu' es to an hour in length. SAM
Club welcomes not just management majors but all students in
the Wall College of Business,"
said Merola.
During the year, the club holds
different workshops to help stu-

dents in the business world.
"We provide resume writing
and behavioral interview workshops," said Merola.
The organization also has

speakers come in each semester
to discuss different topics.
"All and all, the club is set up
to help aid management and
business majors in the hectic

lifestyle we call college," .said
Merola.
SAM has a club fee of $5 each
semester which goes toward the
event planning, guest speakers
and food and drinks. There are
25 active members in the club
and they all have their reasons
for getting involved with the
. organization.
''1 joined the club to get more
involved here at Coastal
Carolina University and also
being a management major I
. knew this club would only help
me in the long ~" said Chris
Shull, the secretary of SAM.
Next year, the club is expecting
to excel in many ways.
"My expectations are to
increase club members while
also increasing our involvement
around campus with our club,"
said Shull.
.
Photo by Raytevia Evans
The club also wants to interact
Students enjoy the College Bowl in the Edwards Recital Hall on April 11.
with other on campus organizations and events.

M1'1 ~. 1-007

* It:OO

Coastal Carolina University is pleased to share with you an exciting
program designed exclusively for Coastal seniors. The 1954 Society is
a Senior Class gift program that seeks to build a tradition of giving to
the university. Each year the Senior class makes a collective donation
which is used to purchase a "gift" for the campus. In past years, these
donations have been used to purchase such things as a field-goal post
at Brooks Stadium and to pave a patio area for students outside the
Commons Dining Hall.

".M. if'

1954-

SOCIETY
* 1954 Society Pin to wear on your gown and a membership certificate
* Three-~ membership into the Alumni Association at a reduced pledge rate
* Listing in the President's Annual Report of Donors
* University mailings including the Coastal Carolina University Magazine

* Invitations to Alumni Association and 1954 Society special events

...

''1 hope for it to continue to
grow and that we become more
involved with other on campus
activities helping to get out club
name out to people on campus,"
said Marissa Mi~ner, the vice
president of the organization.
SAM is looking to expand and
get more students involved with
the club and on campus. Every
student involved in the Wall
College of Business. is encouraged to join the club to get to
know other students in the
department, to network and to
have fun.
For more information about
SAM Club, contact President
~ark
Merola
at
mamerola@coastal.edu or Vice
President Marissa Mitzner at
mgmitzne@coastal.edu.

Membership in the 1954 Society requires a three-year pledge. During
your senior year, make a commitment of at least $19.54 to the Senior
Class gift and pledge to contribute the same or more over the next
two years. Yon may designate your pledge to support any number of
university needs. In return, as a member of the 1954 Society, your
membership to the Alumni Association will be included for the three
years of your pledge period at no additional COSL to you other than
fulfilling your comminnent.

,ou eAta

~ictll ~.

oll,-...a!

www.coastal.edulgive
Remember to select "1954 Society"

as the designation.

COASTAL CAROUNA UNNERSITY
www.coastal.edulalumni

"OtL MOtL6 iN~OtLM1-riON A.~OU-r ~6COMiNEr A. M6M~61L O~ -rf(6 1~~4 ~OCi6-r't ,
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Students try their luck at CPB's annual Casino Night
Raytevia Evans
Section Editor
Students flocked toward the
small gym in the Williams-Brice
Recreation Center on April 14 to
attend Casino Night 2, hosted by
the Coastal Productions Board
(CPB). The event began at 8 p.m.
and ended at 1 a.m.

"We're expecting a lot of people here tonight. It's going to be
fun. We have a table full of
prizes,' said Antonio Pee, CPB
coordinator.
CPB received a lot of support
from Coastal Carolina University
students during this event.
Members from different organizations volunteered to be dealers

for different tables set up in the
gym. Students playing the games
also came out to have fun and
support the organization.
"1' m here to support CPB and
what they do for students and to
have a good time:' said TIona
Lee, a sophomore biology and
pre-med major.
The dealers we~ stationed at
different tables around the
room and all ho ted different
game. Students attending had
the opportunity to p ay Jae 'ack
Texas Hold
Em
roulette. crap and other interesting game .
Raffles were also held during
Casino ight 2 thi seme ter.
;Every person who ttended
received a cup that included
chip for the night and a raffle
ticket. Some of the prizes
included
moothie maker
and gift certifieat~ to different place in th Con ay and
M yrtJe Beach areas.
Though some tudents n't
Photo by lillian an;n u ually gamble, they came out
11 aJ C ino Nig t 2 0
to the event anyway.
i

i

blackjack at 0 e of

-

ti
t
bl

•

it's great becau e I get
to gamble and not 10 e any of my
hard-eamed money, ' said Lillian
artin. a sophomore early childhood education major.
Fraternities and ororitie also
joined in on the fun during
Casino ight 2.
.. t' a great way to meet people
from different organizations. I
eard it was a lot of fun so I
ecided to be in olved." aid
L uren Holly. a psychology

Sigma.
Other came out to enjoy the
ocia! ~cene.
''I'm just here to meet people:'
said Stefon Cunningham, a computer cience major.
Casino Night 2 offered game .
mu ie, food and be erage.
ial
interaction and lot of fun. t the
end of the night, participants were
allowed to cash in their chips in
order to win more prize .
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Sushi craze sweeps over
Coastal students
Kara Tallini
For The Chanticleer
There. i a craze that ha caught the
attention and the ta te bud of many
Coa tal Carolina University student in
the past few years. It doesn't matter the
time, or the day of the week, it i guaranteed that a group of CCU students are rubbing the~ chop stick together to get the
pHnters out and
going for that delicious spicy tuna roll
set in front of them.
Sugami, located
on US 17 Business,
just past the intersection for 48th
Avenue,
a
favorite to many
CCU
students.
Every Wedne day,
this hip and trendy
New York-inspired
restaurant is jampacked with young
people.
Although Sushi is
a bit on the pricey
side, it does 'not top
students from digging in their piggy
bank to find just
enough money for
that Philadelphia
roll.
"I will find money
to feed my ushi
addiction, it doe n't matter if I'm broke. I
will eat sushi at least twice a week," aid
graduatIng senior Jeff Abramowitz.
The great thing about Sugami is that
they fit into student' chedule perfectly.
serving food from 5 p.m. until 2 a.m.
Soho, located on 21 t Avenue is al 0
popular among CCU tudent. It ha the
same hip vibe as Sugarni and i a little
closer to campus.
Susht is perfect for those health conscious students who like to work up a
sweat at the gym.
"1 have always been athletic and I try to
watch what I eat," aid enior Jaclynn
Yocum. "When I eat ushi I feel full but
not so full that I feel sick to my stomach."
Sushi is low fat and loaded with nutrients with a typical serving of 8 to 10
pieces being just 350 to 400 calories. That

certainly beat the 576 calorie of a
McDonald' Big ~1ac.
Sushi i also high in protein and i. an
excellent ource for Omega 3 fatty acid.
Becau e of the eaweed and the rice u. ed
in ushi, it i a1 0 rich in iodine and omplex carbohydrate . Student can indulge
in their fa orite fo d ithout feeling like
they ha e to hit the gym for three hour
the next day.
Thi Japane e
pecialty actually date bac - to
se enth century
China. Without
modem
day
'refrigerator, it
was a way of
preserving fi h
by the natural
process of fermentation. Only
rice and salt
were u ed
complete
process. resulting in deliciou
fi h.
As Chine e
Japane e
and
cultures pa ed,
became
u hi
popular in both
countrie ,
0
popular that during intermi ion
at ariou theatres, sushi was erved much like popcorn
is sold today.
Some students are turned off by ushi
becau e they think of raw fish. However
dishes made strictly with raw fi h are
called "sashimi" and u hi mayor may
not include ra fi h. It ill consi t Jf variou type of shellfi h . uch a. lob ter,
crab or cooked fish.
"I don't like the idea of uncooked fi. b
but I will try it if it' cooked." aid junior
Alex Souza.
More than likely, a eafood 10 rer will
also develop a love for ushi and tho e
who have ne er tried u hi may be urpri ed at how ta ty and satisfying it really
is. Witt, two popular locations. gather a
group of friends grab your chopsticks
and delve into thi ancient Japane e C:elicacy.
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Tanning 101: The basics of skin damage protection
Meg DuvaU
Staff Writer

As ummer nears and the weather get warmer, getting a tan is
something mo t students start to
think about. What little students
ow are the advantages of a tan
and the damage sunburn can do to
your kin and body.
Tanning is part of the skin's
defense against sunburn. If a tan
is achieved properly, it can reduce
the chances of getting burned and
developing skin cancer.
First, it is important to understand ultraviolet (UV) light and
how it works. Here are the basics:

- There are three types of UV
light - A, Band C. Only A and
penetrate Earth's atmosphere to the surface.
- UVA and UVB work together
to tan the skin.
- Outdoor light is approximately 95 percent UVA and 5 percent UVB. The amount of UVB
varies based on the time of year

and time of day.
- UVB is responsible for producing Vitamin D in the body,
but is more intense than UVA so
it causes the skin to bum.
It is also important to have a
ba ic knowledge of the tanning
proce s and how UV light affect
the skin. The skin is made up of
layers that protect the body from
harmful radiation and pollutant •
including UV light.
The outer layer is called the epidenp.is. It is responsible for producing the tan.
The middle layer is the demus.
It contains collagen which
strengthens the skin and allows
for repair. It is also where blood
vessels and nerves are located.
The lower layer of the skin is
the ubcutaneous layer which is
mainly composed of fat that holds
the skin to the body. It erves as
an insulator and shock absorber.
among many other thing .
The layer on which tanning
takes place is the epidermi . It,

like the skin, is made up of layers.
The bottom layer of the epidermis
is made up of melanocytes, which
cause the skin to tan.
Melanin is a protein that is pigmented to protect the body from
harmful
UV
light.
The
melanocytes are responsible for
producing the melanin.
All people have about 5 million
melanocytes throughout their

and causes it to tum
brown.
Getting a tan is essential to protecting the
body. UV light is also
essential to the body
because it produces
Vitamin D, which is
linked ' to . reducing the
risk. for certain cancers,
o teoporosis and mu cular sclerosis.
So what is the problem?
The problem lies in the
fact that many people
think that getting sunburned is the way to
Illustration by Paul Robinson
jumpstart the base tan.
body. The difference, and why
'orne people have darker skin or Overexposure and repeated suntan easier than others, is the burn are the leading causes of
amount of melanin produced by skin damage.
When too much radiation or UV
the melanocytes. The amount of
melanin produced is based on light penetrates into the body, it
can cau e malignant melanoma, a
heredity.
UVA and UVB come into play type of skin cancer. According to
at this point. UVB trigger the the FDA. malignant melanoma
rnelanocytes to produce melanin, can be fatal if not detected early.
while UVA oxidizes the melanin
ee Tan, page 3 J
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CHECK YOUR CCU EMAIL & WEB ADVISOR AT LEAST THREE TIMES A WEEK-EVEN DURING SUMMER:
Both of these avenues are useful tools for reviewing your financial aid information. If you are not checking your email and web advisor you are missing critical and important information. If you do not have an email address, please contact Student Computing at
349-2908. Web Advisor can be accessed by going to webadvisor.coastal:edu.

REMEMBER TO SUBMIT THE "CERTIFICATION OF INTENT" STATEMENT ONLINE! Each student must submit a CERTIFICATION ·
OF INTENT statement for each semester the student is registered for classes at CCU on or before your semester bill payment due
date (August 8, 2007 for Fall Semester, 2007). Your submission must be electronic by accessing the Bursar-Financial Services menu,
UCertification of Intent" option through the Student Portal of Web Advisor or by going to www.coastal.edu/bursar/financial.html. Please
be reminded that if you fail to submit your Certificate of Intent by the deadline, you risk losing your desired class schedule and may
result in a delay of the transmission of financial aid funds to your account, if applicable. If you have any questions or have difficulty
accessing the menu option, please feel free to contact the Bursar Office at (843)349-2159.

HAVE YOU RECENTLY TAKEN A LOOK AT THE FINANCIAL AID HOME PAGE?
Our home page has extensive information about:
Cost of Attendance Explanation Scholarships, Forms for Financial Aid , Types of ~inancial Aid,
Frequently Asked Questions, Graduate Student Information, How to Apply for Financial Aid Veterans Affairs,
Loan Information, Updated & New FinAid Info, Financial Aid Checklist, ACG/SMART Grant Info,
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
You can directly access our home page by going to www.coastal.edu/financialaid.
If you have questions or comments about our home page, please contact our office at 843-349-2313.
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Elizabeth Freudiger
Staff Writer
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Bulletin board around campu
have been di playing flyer featuring gu. t
pea 'er. from
MT
'The Real
orId' for
many erne ·ter no\\. Reality TV
p "L onalitie rom the ho ha\
b n commg to p a at Casta)
Carolina Univer it) for a long a
ean of tudent Lloyd Holme
can rememb r during hi twoand-a-haIf year. at the uni ere ity.
The Office of Stud nt Activitie
and Leader hip or Coa tal
Pro uction Board contact agent
typicaIl/once or t i a erne ter
to bring in Real orld per onalitie from previou ea on .
In the pa t ca t member Ruthie
Alcaide of the how' fifth ea on

,s

,

Features

e

came to CCU to peak a ut
alcohol abu. e.
Tyler Duckworth came to p ak
about
homo exuality;
and
Landon Luec' and ha ronda
Biling lea of th fifth
a on
cam and p ke ab ut inteIT ial
dating.
Lue and Biling lea in onned
tu nt
their 0 n e perien e
ith interra ial dating thi pa t
F bruary, and p e b fore a full
audien e in the all Audit rium.
While Luec' and Bili g lea
brought in a large crowd aU ndance or R al World Johanna
Botta a'" meager.
B tta bu ted common Re!l1
W rid myth , talked about ho
the how operated and an wer d
a ariety of que. tion . She
'e,.

at length

SAMClu
Raytevia Evan
Se tiOl1 Editor
Organization on campu went to academ-

ic war on April I I at the College Bowl
held by the Societ ' for Advancem nt 0
Management (SAM lub) in the: Ed ard
ecital Hall at
p.m. The Jeopardy-like
game wa organized by the club in order to
im olve tudent on campu. and to pro id
entertainment ~ d and cial opp rtunitie.
This i the econd. ear the College Bowl
ha been held and the AM Club hope to
get man. peopl intere ted in th e 'ent in
future.
"We're hoping it ,ill b come annual.
I'm really excited and hopefully it will
become a big event on campu " aid
Mari . a Mitzner, the vice president of
SAM Club.

'ova
pre entation.
"The way e ha e th
Ii' the
CAA bra
Merola, pre id nt of th lu. Judg
r
the College Bo I in luded Ritt r and
member of the organization.
. There are four conte tall~ Ii r each
team," aid Chri hull, ecretary of SA
Club. The team
ere eparated n op -

Photo b Ra 'lella Elan

Tan, .page 30
Skin cancer is hard to detect in
younger people becau e damage
is nonnally not visible until later
in life. So, a sunburn from childhood, or even college. could
increase the chances of getting
skin cancer later in life.
.
While the number of case of
skin cancer is rising each year,
overexposure can also have less
erious consequences such as premature aging of the skin which
will make it wrinkled and leath-

ery.
The key to tanning i to avoid
overexpo ure and e pecially unbum. So, thi summer when it i
time to go to the pool or pend the
day at the beach, remember what
skin damage can be done from
overexposure afld alway wear
sun creen.
Here are a few tip found at kidshealth.org to protect your skin
from damage while still enjoying
the sun:

- Wear unser en wit an P
of at least 15 even if u don t
plan on bein ou ide for Ion .
- In the direct un it i recommended to use on with PF 30.
- U a sun reen that bloc
both UVA and
B ray. oncomedogenic UDcreen ar
hypoallergenic 0 it doesn t
cause a ra h or clog your po
- Apply the sunscreen e el1
hours and af er wimming or
sweating.
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Emily McColl represents
CCU in Papua New Guinea
Jeff Abram
For The Chanticleer

Playing and earning the right to
be named to the 2006 Big South
Women's
Soccer
AllTournament Team for the
Chanticleers is only one of Emily
McColl's many accomplishments as a student athlete.
McColl was al 0 selected to the
2006 ESPN the Magazine
Academic
All-District
III
iversity Women's Soccer
Second Team.
This succcs propelled McColl
to participate in the Oceania
qualifying tournament in Papua
New Guinea last week, while
representing her native country
of New Zealand. McColl contributed to the New Zealand
national team, . while they
attained three victories over the
cour e of the tournament including a 7-0 victory over Papua

We've made a lot of
progress since the
last time we played
in the World Cup.
--Emily McColl
New Guinea.
This win ultimately sealed a
spot for the national team to a
FIFA Women's World Cup berth
fur only the second time in New
Zealand history. New Zealand
exploited the competition with a
plus 20 differential subsequent to
surrendering only one goal in
three matches.
This guarantees New Zealand
the 16th and final spot for the
World Cup games that will be
held in China this September.
McColl's play was limited,
however, due to a heat stroke-

induced seizure during New
Zealand's frr t match against the
Solomon Islands.
"I don't understand what happened. My body must have overheated after only playing for
twenty minutes," McColl said.

The last and only time that the
ew Zealand Women's national
team participated in the world
was 16 years ago. Their performance was sub par as they
lost all three of their frrst round
games to Norway (0-4),
77"'7'~77"'1 Denmark (0-3) and China ( 1-4)
at the first FIFA Women's
World Cup in 1991.
"We've made a lot of progress
since the last time we played in
the World Cup. I think this time
around we can win a couple of
games," McColl said.
McColl would love to be a
part of the FIFA Women's
World Cup, although she is still
undecided if she will make the
trip to China due to her conflicting school schedule . .
Left: Emily McColl was named to
the 2006 Big South Women's
Soccer All-Tournament Team and
was also chosen as the 2006
ESPN Magazine Academic All1)istrict III University Women's
Soccer Second Team.

Below: Illustration
Robinson.
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Athletics corner!
One awesome
semester

Kelly Moore
For The Chanticleer

Hello students! First and foremost, I'd like to thank everyone.
This year has been such a blast in
athletics and I can not ay it
enough ' that it is in large part
because of all the fan support.
Our athletes, coaches and staff
work hard all year long to make
our programs a success, but you
are the fmal piece, the piece that
makes the puzzle work. Without
the fans, none of this would be
possible. So, again, from all of us
in the athletics department, thank

you.
I know the year is winding
down. but we till have orne
great event. going on ...
Ba eball will be ho ting
Liberty Univer ity on May 27 at
6 p.m., May 28 at _ p.m. and
May 29 at 1 p.m. They will al 0
be hosting the CoJIege 0
Charle ton on May 8 at 6 p.m.
Coa tal 0 tball ha the great
honor of ho ting the Big South
Softball Championship this ear.
The tournament will take place
on May 10 and will extend
through May 12. If you are till
around town or on campus, come
check it out.
We would also like to congratulate all of the 2007 graduating
enior athletes. We know you
have worked hard all year to
achieve this goal. We will mi s
you and we hope to ee you at all
the events in the future.
Thanks again from all of us in
the at~letic department.
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Coastal ba
Caroline P. Smith
Editor-in-Chief
On April-I 1, Coastal Carolina
University ba eball hosted
Wake Fore t Univer: ity and former ceu baseball player, Kirt
Manwaring. De pite the rainy
weather, the game wa
till

ports

a

played; the jersey retiring ceremony was po tponed until 6
p.m.
The baseball team then headed to orth Carolina [J r a threegame erie again High Point
Uni 'ersity. They 10 t 4-3 in the
first game, but won the last t 0
6-5 and 4-1.

On April I

ball earn
ain and

the b

faced
o 12-5.
The team pIa ed

irginia

Military In titute in another
three-game Big outh
beginning n April 20.

erie

Photo b Pa

Robl

Sports editor· a
Dan Schoonmaker
Web Editor
Anyone who know me know

I 10 'e my Coa tal Carolina
Univer ity athletic. To orne
people. "ch I pirit" mean you
attend football and ba ketbaH
game regularly. Well, tbi chool
year I made are olution to my elf
to think out ide the box and . e
what other sports team wer
playing around the campu .
~1y new re olution took me to
soccer field, 'oUeyball court ,
ba eball diamond and finally,

th men tenni team.
After the team jumped out to an
undefeated tart, it a h d:n t
to get hoo "ed to thi entertaining
gr up of guy that clearly enjoy
playing thi p rt th Y10 'e.
The team i made up of ~ 'en
player rno t coming to CC
.. rom a r
th
~~~~~~~~~7C~~~~~~~~
pond:' Tran
.'FN,Y~.:AlI'IIIIIIII~.(! for y u Yank e
that mean they're
from England. I
figured I d ho
off orne of lh t
Engli h lang I
picked up 0 r the
Lon.
A for th team.
Elliot
Quibell,
Andy
Care.
Richard Redding

------

e realJy feel with u
all "} tting th m
0
h
e
feel.' if you catch my dri 1.
The team nd d thi . e
n ith
a record of 14-11 including -4
in th Big outh. Un[J rtunat 1
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oastal soft

Coa tal Carolina Univer ity softball is on a sixgame 10 ing streak after the ladies lost in double
header to both Univer °ity of North CarolinaWinthrop and the Univer ity of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. The ladies played Winthrop
again on April 19, in hopes of ending the streak
with a win against the Chanticleer' rivaL They
10 t the game, 2-0. CCU's record fell to ]5 - 29
overalL and 4 - 4 in conference play.

Last six game scores:

April 23 - May 5, 2007

fa's t Winthrop three times

The Coasllll Carolina UniversiJy softball team played Winthrop
University on Sunday; April 12. The meetjng wa a dOllbleheader conference meet and The Lady Chanticleers 10 t both games, 5-0 and 10-0.
Above left: The infield players touch glove ill between plays dllring the
game against Winthrop UniversiJy. Above: Two of the oftball players
lillie w one of their coaches while the team is on offen t. Left:

WHOOOOOOOOO
April7 Radford 8, CCU 1
April 12 UNC 4, CCU 2
April 12 UNC 8, CCU 0
April 14 Winthrop 5, CCU 0
April 14 Winthrop 10, CCU 0
April 19 Winthrop 2, CCU 0

Girls and Sports

